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HIGH CONCEPT 

A free-flier (similar to free runner) for mobile devices where you play as an alien flying a ship 

in space, collecting gems of different shapes and colours.  

GAMEPLAY 

The ship moves left to right (when player tilts the device) across several ‘Lanes’ where gem-

like objects of four different shapes and also four different colours keep appearing in a 

stream. The player needs to move the ship to ensure that once an object of a particular 

shape and/or colour is picked up, that the next object is of either the same shape or colour 

or both. If not, it’s game over. Each object depending on colour and shape, gives a score, 

and the player needs to keep collecting and reach a high score. There is also a ‘hover’ 

function where the ship can stay above the object stream for a short while. 

Boosts 

Objects of one of the shapes (spheres) activate the boost mechanic, that once activated 

allows the player to collect all shapes and colours for a limited time. 

Upgrades 

Player can upgrade the ship to hover longer and also increase the duration of the boost. 

ART STYLE 

The alien and ship will be cartoony and bright, and game world will be of a realistic style. 

The game will be set in interstellar space with the backdrop of alien planets and faraway 

galaxies. The Game HUD will be retro mechanical. 

MONETIZATION 

The game will be premium, paid with no IAPs and/or Ads. 

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 

The game will be similar in basic gameplay to free runners like Subway Surfers or Temple 

Run, but with a space theme. It will be quite fast-paced and the difficulty will increase with 

speed. The game can be set to low or high difficulty level. 
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